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SYMMETRY DEPENDENCE OF RMS CHARGE RADII
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The nucleon number dependence of rms charge radii is often ap-
proximated by some simple formula containing the mass number A
only, R(A)=r(A)-A1/3 where r(A) is a slowly varying function of A e.g.
r(A)=ro+riA~~2/3+r2A~4/3; r0, ri and r2 are determined from a fit to experi-
mental data. These simple mass-dependent formulae R(A) may be useful for
nuclei along the valley of stability. However, for nuclei of the stability line, the
mass number A=N+Z in itself is not enough to characterise the dependence
of the R(Z,N) radius surface on the nucleon numbers Z and N. Changing a
neutron to a proton a change in the charge radius can be expected, although A
remains constant. In the present work, to extend the traditional radius formula,
an additional term has been included, depending on the symmetry parameter
I=(N-Z)/A. Several parametrisations were tried, using weighted least-squares
(minimum x2) procedures for the fit to present-day data base (1). The best fit
(with x2/n'Ril6) was found for Rb(A,I)=r(A)-A1/3+b(I-Is(), where IS/=(NS,-ZS,)/A
is the value of the symmetry parameter of the stable isobar with the given mass
number A, and b=-0.83. The alternative formula Rfl(A,I)=[r(A)+a(I-Ist)]-A

1/3 is
only slightly inferior to the previous one; here a=-0.20 and x2/n'fyl8. These
results are practically independent of the ways of minimum search: fixing
the parameters ro, ri and r2 and varying the parameter b (a) ox .varying., the
radius parameters r0, ri and r2 and b^a)~simultaneously. The main difficulty in
determining the right parametrisation is caused by the fact that the experimental
surface R«rp(A,I) is not smooth. On the contrary, there are significant shell- and
deformation effects (2,3) and isolated irregular points that may strongly affect
the result of the fit. In order to avoid the effect of these strong deviations on the
smooth symmetry dependence, more than half of the original data set had to be
eliminated.
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